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The interaction between Alfven waves and trapped electrons in a plasma located in a toroidal magnetic 
field is investigated theoretically. It is shown that the interaction may result in wave buildup at a finite 
ratio of the plasma and magnetic-field pressures. The growth rate depends on the compressibility of the 
trapped electrons and on effects due to the finite value of the longitudinal electric field of the 
perturbations. The range of phenomena investigated may be of interest from the viewpoint of 
thermonuclear tokamak reactors and also of the physics of the magnetosphere plasma. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Interest has increased of late in the problem of non
potential instabilities of a tokamak plasma. This is due 
to the ever improving understanding of the circumstance 
that to solve successfully the thermonuclear problem on 
the basis of tokamak reactors it is necessary to deal 
with a finite-pressure plasma, also called plasma with 
finite {3 ({3 is the ratio of the plasma pressure to the 
magnetic-field pressure). [1] That the non-potential in
stabilities assume a more important role when the pa
rameter {3 is increased was pointed out, in particular, 
by one of us. [2] The concrete form of the manifestation 
of the non-potential instabilities in a tokamak plasma with 
finite {3 is the buildup of Alfven waves. In the approx
imation in which the magnetic field lines are straight, 
the buildup of Alfven waves in a collisionless plasma 
was first considered by one of us and Rudakov, [3] and 
in a collision-dominated plasma by one of us and 
Pogutse. [4,5] In both cases, the instability is due to the 
finite longitudinal electric field of the perturbation, 
E,,*O. 

An important role under tokamak conditions is played 
by the trapping of the particles as a result of the cor
rugated configuration of the magnetic field. The par
ticles are classified in this case as trapped and un
trapped. The buildup of Alfven waves by untrapped 
electrons was first investigated by one of us. [6] It was 
observed in addition[7] that under tokamak conditions 
Alfven waves can be built up also by untrapped ions. 
An instability of this type is due to the compressibility 
of the ions in the toroidal magnetic field and the toroidal 
satellites of E". 

Until recently, the buildup of Alfven waves by trapped 
electrons remained uninvestigated. The filling of this 
gap in the theory of non-potential instabilities of a 
tokamak plasma was initiated by one of us [8] and by Tang 
et al. [9] In[8] there was considered the buildup of Alfv~n 
waves due to the compressibility of the trapped elec
trons. It was assumed that E" = O. Tang et al. [9] to the 
contrary, neglected the compressibility of the trapped 
electrons, but took into account the fact that E*O. In 
both papers, [8,9] the toroidal satellite of E", which was 
considered in the case of ion buildup, [7] was likewise 
neglected. In contrast to[8], where the role of the to
rOidality of the magnetic field of the tokamak was in
vestigated qualitatively, the analysis by Tang et al., is 
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based on a model, so that the relations obtained in[9] 
are in effect estimates. 

In connection with the foregoing, it is of interest to 
develop a theory that takes into account in a unified 
manner the effects considered separately earlier, [8,9] 
as noted by Lominadze et al. , [10] and also the effect of 
the toroidal E" satellite. [7] This is infact the subject of 
the present paper. 

In Sec. 2 we present the initial equations. In Sec. 3 
we obtain a dispersion equation that takes into account 
all the effects listed above. In Sec. 4 it is shown that 
in the case of a plasma containing only hot electrons 
(without an admixture of cold electrons) the most im
portant role is played by the effects connected with the 
longitudinal electrOnic field of the fundamental harmonic. 
In Sec. 5 we consider a plasma containing an admixture 
of cold electrons besides the hot electrons. It is shown 
that the cold electrons exert a stabilizing effect, as a 
result of which the longitudinal electric field (both of the 
fundamental harmonic and of the satellite) turn out to be 
small, and the compressibility effect comes to the fore
front. The results are discussed in Sec. 6. 

2. INITIAL EQUATIONS 

We shall characterize the perturbatiOns of the mag
netic and electric fields by the quantities I/J and ~: 

(2.1) 

where Bo is the vector of the unperturbed magnetic field, 
eo = BoIBo, Ea is the contravarian! component of the per
turbations of the magnetic field B, and E" =eoE is the 
longitudinal component of the electric field. The coor
dinate and time dependences of the perturbed quantities 
are chosen in the form 

~,,;~ exp{-iwt+im8-incp+ik.a}, 
(2.2) 

1j: = L ¢j exp {-iwt+im8-incp+ik.a} eij6 • 

J=-.1,o,t 

The coordinates a, e, and <p are respectively the dis
tance of the running magnetic surface from the magnetic 
axis and the angular variables with period 21T along the 
major and minor azimuths of the tokamak. It is assumed 
that the perturbation is localized near a value a = ao such 
that 
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m-nq(a,)=s""l, (m, n)~l. (2.3) 

Here q= aB./RB8, B. and B8 are respectively the toroidal 
and poloidal magnetic fields averaged over the magnetic 
surface, and R is the major radius of the tokamak. The 
reasons for neglecting the harmonics of ~ are given 
in[8l. 

It will be found convenient to introduce the quantities 
iI>, All, and ~: 

(2.4) 

which, as can be easily shown, are connected with ~ and 
I/J by the following relations: 

waB. me 
1l>=1jl+--t sa55s=~+--1jl, 

me waB. 

ia 
AII=--B,V~. 

m 
(2.5) 

As seen from (2.4), the quantities iI>, All, and ~ denote 
respectively the electric potential, the longitudinal com
ponent of the magnetic potential, and the plasma dis
placement vector. 

To obtain the dispersion equation, we start from the 
follOwing scheme. We write down the expression for the 
perturbed current: 

e -j=i.c +~e.(e,rotB). (2.6) 

Taking the divergences of both halves of (2.6) and using 
the equations divj = 0 and - iwB = - c curl i, and also the 
relations (2. 1) and (2.4), we obtain the equation 

.• . c2 2 2 aBs 
dlVh=-t-kll k.1. -~, 

4n me 
(2.7) 

k.1.'=kb'+k.', kb=m/a, kll=(m-nq)lqR. 

We assume that the perturbations are strongly elongat
ed along the field, i. e., kll/k~« 1, and therefore replace 
n by m/ q where possible. 

The expression for divj~ is obtained from the drift kinetic 
equations for the electrons and ions[8.lll: 

Here IJ is the perturbation of the distribution function of 
the particles of sought j, F J is the equilibrium distribu
tion function, which is assumed to be Maxwellian with 
temperature TJ(a) and density No(a), while eJ and M J are 
the charge and the mass of the particle 
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meT! dlnp,! 
wp;' = -B--da ' p .. =N,Tj , 

ej aa 

8.1.+VII' 
VDj=----[VlnBo X eoL 

WBJ 

V...l.. Z 

8...l..=-Z' 
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V~ and VII are the transverse and longitudinal velocities, 
and Cj is the collision term. 

Integrating Eqs. (2.8) with respect to the velocities 
and summing over the sorts of particles, we obtain 

a 1: iM,c' 
- ejnj+e,Vill+--V 2 <DNo(w-w p ,') at B; 

j 

1: S 8.1.+VII' 
+ ej ---[eoXVlnBolVj;dv=O. 

WRj 
j 

(2.9) 

In the derivation of (2.9) we have neglected in the elec
tron equation (2. 8) the last term, which is proportional 
to the electron mass M.. Using the quasineutrality con
dition 

(2.10) 

and the equation 

we obtain 

Mic' e 
divh =i-B 2 V.1.Il>N,(w-wp,")+-V(p,+p,)[eo X VlnBol (2.11) 

• B. 

- S 8.1.+VII' 
pj=M j --Z-j,dv. (2. 12) 

Substituting (2.11) in (2.7) and taking m-th harmonic 
of the resultant equation, we get 

(2. 13) 

c~ = B!/41TMiN o, P = MiNO' tana = k/k., P",1 and ~o are the 
corresponding amplitudes of the harmonics of p and ~ 
(cf. (2. 2». 

Equations (2. 13) and (2. 10) make up the initial system 
of equations. 

3. DERIVATION OF THE DISPERSION EQUATION 

To calculate the perturbed quantities nJ and PJ it is 
necessary to solve Eq. (2.8). 

a) Ions. The trapping of the ions is inessential, since 
the ion velocities are small in comparison with the Alf
ven velocity, so that the ions cannot traverse the dis
tance between the reflection points during one period of 
the field oscillation. Assuming that w» k"vlI , k~ V D' and 
CI=O, we get 

, ( W,') Mi(s.1.+vlI') ( a as ) 
j.=-F, s+ 1--;;;- RT, F, scosB-i-;;:;-a;-sinB 

+-'-' -FV'1l> 1--P
-' 

Me' (W') 
B ' ' , (3.1) 

e • W 

_ meT, dlnF, 
6)/=----. 

eaB. da 

The prime denotes differentiation with respect to a. 

We obtain therefore for the harmonic of the perturbed 
ion density 
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( n, ) No' A kJ.' CO ( CO") A - =--So--- 1-- So 
No 0 No kb ffiBi (J) 

(3.2) 

The contribution made to the perturbed pressure of 
the ions will be taken into account only by using the first 
term of (3.1). It can be shown that the remaining terms 
lead in the case kll '" 1/ qR only to a correction to the real 
part of the frequency. We have 

(3.3) 

b) Electrons. It is more convenient to rewrite Eq. 
(2.8) for the hot component of the electrons in the form 

~=_F·d,~ +~F d''''+i~(co_w')''' 
dt • dt T.' dt T, ' .. 

k 
-i(co-ro.·)M,F,{vu'+eJ..)-J..-~ sin(S+a) + C.(f.). (3.4) 

k.RT. 

We break up f. into two parts 

where 

P')=-F:~+eF,1jlIT" 

and/(2) satisfies the equation 

(~-inq)j<') = qR {icof")+C(f('»+i(CO-CO;)~.p 
as Vu T. 

E F. kJ.. } 
-i(co-co;)---~sin(S+a) , 

T. R k. 

w;.;.- meT. dlnF, . 
eaB. da 

Here E is the electron energy. 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

We seek the solution of (3.7) for the trapped electrons 
by a method similar to that described earlier. (Sl As
suming that during the period of the oscillations of the 
field and during the time of the collisions the electrons 
pass along the force line many times, we shall regard 
qR/v ll as a small parameter. We can seek the solution 
of (3.7) in the form of an expansion in the small param
eter: f(2) =/62 ) + f1 2 ). In the zeroth order we obtainf62) 
= H e inQIJ , where H does not depend on e. From the con
dition that the right-hand side of (3.7) be orthogonal to 
the zeroth-approximation solution(Sl we obtain 

A; dS { e • '1- icoH+C(H)+i-F.(co-co:).pe-'n,. 
VII T. 

E F. kJ. ( )'.} 0 -i(co-co;)---~sin S+a r,n, =. 
T. R k. 

(3.8) 

We break up H into two terms: 

H=H,+H" (3.9) 
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which are connected with the perturbations of t and l/!: 

rf, dS { A E F. kJ. } ';1'- icoH,+C(H,)-i(co-co;)---sin(S+a)e-'n,. =0, 
VI T. R k. 

rf, dS { eA.} (3.10) 
'1 - icoH,+C(H,) + i-(co-co:)ljle-"" = o. 

VIJ T, 

Next, we introduce hand gJ defined by the relations 

(3. 11) 

From (3.10) we find that hand gJ satisfy the equations 

coh-iC(h),.,,( co-~:)ES (A)/T.L(~.), 

cog,-iC (g,) =- (co-;;,') M,(A) I L (A), 
(3. 12) 

where, in analogy with (S,12,13l, we put 

rf, dS dSe'" 
L(A)= '1 0(1-AB) 'I. ' M,(A)=P 0(1-AB) 'I. e"', 

S(A)= rf, . dB )" sin(B+a)e"', A=J:.... 
';I' 0(1-AB • E 

C(X)= 2v (~) '1'_1_~[D(A) OX] 
E L(A) 01. 01.' 

D(A)=AP :! (1-AB)"'. 

v=\l[1+G('I'EIT.)], 'Q=cop,'e'M;' N(2T.)¥o, 

1 1 2' 
G(z)=--=-e-"+(1--) --= S e-"dt, 

zl'n 2z' 'l'n 0 

w~ = 41TNO e2/M., A is the Coulomb logarithm, and (7= ± 1 
indicates the direction of the longitudinal motion of the 
particle. 

From (3.9) we get 

(') { kJ. A F.e ~ A} . f trap= e'n,' -F,h~ + - ~ .. ,g,1jl, exp{-icot+ik,a-imp}. 
koR T. 

(3. 13) 
1 

For the untrapped particles 1(2) is equal to zero. 
Therefore the boundary conditions for (3. 12) are(a,13l 

h (J..=_1_) =0. 
Bm~ 

~(J..=_1 )<00. 
i)J.. B m,. 

(3. 14) 

From (3. 5), (3.6), .(3.9), and (3. 11) we obtain expres
sions for the harmonics of the perturbed electron density 

( n, ) No' A e A ( n. ) , 
- =--~+-"'o+-
No 0 N. T. No" 

A 

(~) =_e ~±!+ (..::.) 
No ±l Ttl No :1:.1' 

(3. 15) 

where 

( ;0 ) ~t= 8~ < S dJ..B.M±t· ( ::R h~ + ;.1: g,¢,) > . 
J 

(3. 16) 

The asterisk denotes complex conjugation, while the in
tegration with respect to X is carried out from l/Bmax to 
1/Bm1n 

2 - ( E ) 'I, ( E) E <...>=-=S - exp -- ( ... )d-. 
1'n 0 T. T. T. 

v v 
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For the harmonics of the pressure of the electrons 
we obtain with the aid of (2. 12) and (2. 13) 

(3. 17) 

(3. 18) 

We note that a factor t was left out of the right-hand 
side of formula (4. 1) of[8] for P. Substituting (3. 15) and 
(3.2) in the quasineutrality equation (2. 10), we get 

e ( 00/) ~ ~ me (n.) t - 1-- (;,-~)+-- -
T. 00 waB. N, , 

Here 

w/=-(mcT,leaB.)d In N,Ida. 

We have used the relation (2. 5) between ~, t:, and 1/J. 

Using (3.19) to express t: and ~"1 in terms of ~o, and 
using next (3.3), (3. 17), and (2. 13), we get 

(3.20) 

where 

(3.21) 

The right-hand side of (3.20) must be expressed in 
terms of ~o. To this end we use relations (3.19), (3.16), 
and (3. 18). Neglecting the terms that are quadratic in 
the trapped particles, we obtain the dispersion equation 
in the form 

Q,(w)= L < B. S dJ.{ ~ S' (:. - 2r) +W(TZ,)'I'rMo} 

x{ ~ h-W(·tzi)'I·rg, + r ~ G} ), 

G=-i(g+!ei"-g_,e-i"), c.'=T'! Mi. 

We put 

c.lR""d, 
hd-g,b+ rGd""rr, 

00 (TZ,)'I'""b, 
(EIT,-2r)Sd+M,b=K. 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

We then find from (3.12) that the function II satisfies 
the equation 

wrr-iC(II) = (w-~:)K/L. (3.24) 

Thus, the problem has reduced to finding the growth 
rate due to the right-hand side of the equation 
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(3.25) 

where the function II satisfies Eq. (3.24) with the bound
ary conditions 

rr(J.=_1_)= 0, 
Bmll: 

arr ( 1) _ J.=- <00. 
oJ. Bmi• 

(3.26) 

Equations (3.24) and (3.25) are fully identical with the 
system (3.18) and (4.4) of(S). We can therefore write 
down immediately an expression for the instability 
growth rate: 

1 (2£) 'I. < ( ;;, .. ) { (E ) }' 1=--,---- I 1-- d --2r sinct+b ), 
DQ,low" 00 T, 

(3.27) 
where 

1 ( 16 ) '1, 1=-6,ln-
2'" So' 

_ ( 2v ) '1, ( T. ) 'I, a 
;,- -;;;;- E ' e=R' 

or ultimately: 

1 ( \i ) 'f, '{ 128800 } ( oQ, )-' { [00: ( I, )] 1=- 2" -;;;- In I, ~ --ac;; d'sin'aI, 1--;- HTJ,T. 

[ 00: ( I. )] +2dI, sin a(b-2r sin a) 1--;- i+TJ,/," 

+ (2dr sin ct-b)'I, [ 1- :: ( 1+ TJ. ~' )]), (3.28) 

dIn T. 
TJ,= dlnN.' 

Ij=(z'/,-J[ I+G(z) ",]",>; 

J,= < (z- ~ )Z'/,oi[t+G(Z'I')]'0; 

2 00 

< ... >=-,-S z'hr( ... )dz. (3.29) 
'" 0 

Calculation of the integral yields: Ii'" 2.47, I2 ", 1. 35, 
13"'1.61,11"'3.22,12 ",0.44,13 "'-1.07. 

We note that in expression (5.29) of(S) for the growth 
rate the numerical coefficient has been incorrectly cal
culated; in addition, the figure under the logarithm sign 
in this formula should be 128 rather than 16. The cor- , 
rect replacing (5.29) of(S) is obtained from Eq. (3.28) 
of our paper by retaining in the latter only the terms that 
do not contain band r. We note also that a factor Z-314 

is missing from the right-hand side of formulas (5.30) 
Of[Sl but they contain the unnecessary factor zl/2 instead. 

4. ANALYSIS OF EXPRESSION (3.27) 

Let us examine in greater detail the case of a zero 
gradient of the electron temperature 1)~ = 0. We obtain 
from (3.28) 

• = __ ,~( \i In 128800 )';'( fJQ )' O'(l_."?~) 
I 2n w 'V d(t} W 

X{I,d' sin' a + 2I,d (b - 2rd sin a) + I, (b - 2rd sin a) '}. (4.1) 

The quantity in the cur ly brackets, as follows from 
(3.27) is positive. Therefore the instability criterion 
coincides with that obtained earlier(S) 

00<00/, 
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We have assumed for the sake of argument that wtl < O. 
Using (4.2) and (4.3) we can rewrite the condition for 
the buildup of Alfven waves in the form 

(4.4) 

At 111 = l1e = 0 we obtain from (4.4) the sufficient instabil
ity condition, which coincides with[8l: 

4rrN,(T,+ T,) 
~J=-~B--::,,--· (4.5) 

The contribution to the growth rate, as can be seen 
from (3.27), comes from three sources. The first term 
in the curly brackets of (3.27) is connected with the 
"compressibility" of the plasma in perturbations of the 
Alfven- wave type (divV E* 0). This effect was investi
gated in[8l. The second term is connected with the ap
pearance of a longitudinal electric field in the satellite 
harmonics of the perturbation. The third term, propor
ti{)nal to b = w( TZ 1)1/2r, is due to the longitudinal electric 
field in the fundamental harmonic of the perturbation 
E,,, which arises when account is taken of the finite 
Larmor radius of the ions (ofthe finite k~p~). 

The growth rate connected with allowance for the fi
nite k~p~, was calculated by Tang et al. [9l The instabil
ity criterion, as seen from (3.27) does not differ in this 
case from (4.2). 

Let us compare the role of th€ toroidality effects 
(compressibility and satellUes) with the effect of the fi
nite E,,- ~p~. They turn out to be of the same order of 
magnitude at d'" b, i. e., at 

(4.6) 

For the characteristic values 

(4.7) 

we find that the effects of the finite Larmor radius are 
more substantial at 

(4.8) 

i. e., at all values of fJJ that are allowed by the condition 
of equilibrium in the tokamak. The growth increment is 
then of the order 

(4.9) 

i. e., for the characteristic kJPi defined by (4.7) we have 

5. EFFECT OF STABILIZATION BY COLD 
ELECTRONS 

(4. 10) 

We shall show that if the plasma contains an admixture 
of a cold electron compunent, the role of the longitudinal 
electric field decreases, so that the growth increment 
Alfven waves can become much smaller than would fol
low from relations (4.9) and (4.10). When the cold elec
trons are taken into account, we obtain in place of (3.25) 
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Q(oo)= :n (SdAB.x·rr); 

. EN, -
K=bMo-2dp+--dS· b=fow("tZ,)"', 

T. N, ' 

c. 1 
d =/i.' P = "2·i- {d+,M+.eia-d_,M_,e-'·}; 

r, = (1- 00:· ) / (1- OO;h _ ~: kll ' ~:), 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

c! = TelMe, N" and Nc are the <iensitiesof the hot and cold 
components of the electrons, No = N" + Ne , 

1 
k±,=kl.±-. qR' 

and the function rr satisfies the equation 

(5.4) 

From (5.2) and (5. 3)we see that at (c.ICA)2NeIN,,» 1, i. e., 
at 

NcN, M, 
~\" ~'-M ~1, 

• h • 
(5.5) 

where fJ. = 41TN"TelIf" the role of the terms with the elec
tric field decreases: 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

In the presence of a cold compunent of electrons, the 
sufficient condition for the instability (4.5) is replaced 
by 

(5.8) 

The toroidality effects become comparable with the ef
fect of the longitudinal electric field at b"" (N"INo)d, i. e. , 
at 

(5.9) 

which yields at the characteristic value (k~p;)2 '" (T;I Te) 
x(N,,/No)fJjl 

(5. 10) 

Expressing fJ in terms of fJn we find from (5. 10) that the 
toroidality effects are more substantial at 

(5. 11) 

The growth rate due to the "compressibility" effect is of 
the order of 

(5. 12) 
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FIG. 1. Qualitative dependence of the growth increments of 
the Alfven waves on the parameter {3J in a plasma with ad
mixture of cold electrons. 

The growth rate connected with the longitudinal electric 
field is 

(5. 13) 

The characteristic growth rate as a function of (3" is 
shown in Fig. 1. 

Thus, in the case MelMj (3« 1, given a small admix
ture of the cold component 

(5. 14) 

causes the dominating factor in the "drift" buildup of the 
Alfven waves by the trapped particles to be the "com
pressibility" of the plasma. 

We note that in the derivation of (5.7) and in the esti
mate of .1=1 we have assumed that the difference k" - II 
qR is not too close to zero. Otherwise .1_1"" N ,jNo and 
the effect of the longitudinal electric field in the satel
lite is comparable with the compressibility effect. Both 
toroidal effects are then the same order. At (3,,> (3j, 
both effects make appreciable contributions to the insta
bility growth rate. 

6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

It was shown above that at large plasma pressure 
(3,,'" Ria the buildup of Alfven waves by trapped electrons 
in toroidal magnetic traps such as the tokamak is deter
mined to an equal degree by three factors: the compress
ibility of the gas of the trapped electrons, the finite val
ue of the longitudinal electric field of the fundamental 
azimuthal harmOnic, and the longitudinal electric field 
of the satellite harmonics. With decreaSing parameter 
f3", the role of the compressibility and of the satellite 
electric field decreases, so that the growth increment of 
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the perturbations is determined mainly by the effect of 
the longitudinal electric field of the fundamental harmon
ic. In the presence of a small fraction of cold electrons 
with density N c > NoM,/M;f3 in the plasma, the role of the 
effects connected with the longitudinal electric field is 
slight; in this case the growth rate is determined by the 
compressibility of the trapped electrons. 

The effects considered in the present paper can take 
place in thermonuclear tokamak reactors, and apparent
ly also in the earth's magnetosphere. We note in this 
connection that the buildup of Alfven waves in the mag
netosphere, due to the effects of the compressibility, 
was investigated by Pothotelov and one of us. [14,15] The 
analysis presented above suggests that in magnetosphere 
regions containing only a negligible fraction of cold par
ticles a role can be played also by the mechanisms of the 
buildup of Alfven waves, which are connected with the 
longitudinal electric field (the finite conductivity of the 
plasma along the magnetic-field force lines). 
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